
Social gaming & episodic gaming
Potential of gaming in creating and reinforcing loyalty to TV brands
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Areas of Focus & Methodology

The research aimed to uncover:

favourite TV shows and TV characters and how the target group stay in touch with these

motivations for engaging in gaming

potential of these gaming types to further reinforce that connection with TV brands

Multi-layered methodology:

exploratory focus groups split by age: 7-9s, 10-12s, 13-15s

online survey of representative sample of 1,000 7-15 year olds across the UK
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Attachment to TV channels, shows and characters

Relationship with TV brands
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TV shows
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Main Points

TV shows and characters have more resonance/are seen to be more 
important than specific channels - including digital channels

Specific shows and characters cut across ages, especially The 
Simpsons and Family Guy with boys

Others are age specific, such as Teletubbies, Dora the Explorer, 
Teletubbies, Drake & Josh, Skins and Reaper 

connecting with them for different reasons

13-15 year old girls more focussed on actors who play the 
characters

Real love of characters that do things they would not dare to do in 
real life - acts that would get them into trouble
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The Simpsons (Bart), Family Guy (Peter 
Griffin, Stewie), Friends (Joey), 
Hollyoaks, Scrubs (JD), Heroes

Spongebob Squarepants 
(Spongebob), Hannah Montana 
(Hannah), Doctor Who (the Doctor), 
Eastenders, Tracy Beaker (Tracy 
Beaker), Drake & Josh (Drake Bell), 
High School Musical (Zack Efron), 
Horrid Henry

“Because Peter Griffin is just really stupid, he just wonders around and does 
many stupid things by mistake and gets into some really big trouble 
sometimes...he’s just really funny” 7-9 year olds (boys)
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Why love
characters

Funny Other Cool/stylish
Cute/good looking/looks good Silly/clumsy Not sure
Intelligent/smart Naughty/mean side Brave/strong
Good singer/songs Good actor Interesting
Normal/can relate to Weird

% 
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Associations
with 

Characters
% Agree 

(agree a lot)10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Total 7-11 12-15

Want to know what they are doing and what will happen next Funny because they get into trouble
Do things I would like to do, but would not do in real life I feel like I know them
I think they are like me I want to look after them and make sure they are ok
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Staying in 
touch

% Agree 
(agree a lot)

Keey watching that show on TV Visit the channel website that has the show on it
Interactive TV games Podcasts
Watch clips of shows online Enter competitions
Buy stuff with character on Play games that follow an episode
Play games with the characters Play online games against friends and other people
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Seeing 
character

outside of TV

% Agree 
(agree a lot)

It makes me more interested in the character
It makes me think the character is more funny than before
It makes me more interested in what will happen next in the TV show
It makes me want to be more like the character
It makes me feel closer to the character
It puts me off the character

38% more interested
in what happens 

next



Touchpoints that drive activity and tie in with gaming

Motivations
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NurturingAspirationBelonging Empowerment ChallengingMastery

Social Gaming

Youth
Triggers

Mapping
Online
Habits



Attitudes and attachment to characters

Social Gaming
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““I use Facebook to keep in touch... we talk as we’re playing the game it’s cos if 
you’re sat just waiting for them to message you back then you’re left looking at a 
computer screen like forever so you play the games then check your inbox” 13-15 
year olds (girls)
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Touchpoints

% Agree 
(agree a lot)

Bit silly/crazy Feel really good at something, better than others
Feel really good about my ability I am able to care for something
I belong to something An adult

29% bit crazy/silly

“I feel like I’m able to look after something...because then you know you can be 
trusted” 10-12 year olds (girls)

“ You can be trusted with things and it boosts your confidence...you might think ‘I 
did that once in a game so I might be able to do that now” 10-12 year olds (girls)
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Impact of
playing online

games
60% claimed played 
games with favourite

characters

Closer to the characters More interested in whaht they might do next
More likely to watch it the next time it is on TV Happier about the characters
Less interested in the characters I want to look after them and make sure they are ok



Children and young people play games online because their friends have told them about them and because they enjoy 
the action or social element

The extent to which they watch online games will not make a significant difference on how likely they are to watch the 
show if they are already bought in to it

However, 

There is potential here for it to add value, if this is a show that is fairly new to them - if the format of the game is engaging 
and enjoyable then this may make them more likely to tune in on TV
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“If you play the online games then it might make you want to 
watch the TV programme on it” 10-12 year olds (boys)

““It’s really the other way round, watching the TV makes me want to play on the 
computer games...it’s just letting me know what the characters are like more than 
on the channel” 7-9 year olds (boys)

Use of Social Gaming
“If you go on the game while you watch the show 
and the game’s really rubbish then you’re not going 
to watch the show but if you watch the show and 
the shows really good and the games disappointing 
then you’re still going to watch the show” 13-15 
year olds (girls)

“It might lead in to what’s going to happen in the show so you might want to watch 
the show by playing the game” 13-15 year olds (girls)



Attitudes and attachment to characters

Episodic Gaming
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Overview of Episodic Gaming

Overall, the age groups found it difficult to grasp the concept of episodic gaming

type of game and how this differs to other formats such as expansion packs

Just over one quarter - 27% stated they have been on a game like this before - mainly younger boys

However, the games mentioned tended to be other formats eg: Sims

Like the idea of the game following an episode, but this has to be a completely different episode to that on TV

Younger girls (7-9s) warmer to the game, but others found it too slow and were frustrated by the lack of control they had 
over the characters
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Overview of Episodic Gaming
Older groups (10+) felt this was quite a ‘young’ format, with little to keep them interested in the point and click format

However, there were few examples to use in the research - what would be the reaction for their favourite characters eg; 
Stewie from Family Guy or the Doctor?

These older groups can see how this may work for certain TV shows that have more complex action and storylines:

Dr Who

Heroes

However, still some core requirements from these age groups:

want to be able to roam around and need immediate action and adventure (boys)

younger girls like nurturing games where they can care for characters and like to follow storylines - there may be more 
potential here
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Overview of Episodic Gaming
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“It were a bit slow, telling you what to do and that...I like games that you can do 
what you want”. “I’d probably pay £5 for it but it’s like something that probably once 
you’ve played it you wouldn’t play it again so you want a game that you can keep 
playing” 10-12 year olds (boys and girls)

“So you actually understand the character more...in the book, when you’re reading 
it, it’ll just tell you what the author wants you to think about the character but if 
you’re controlling what it says then you’re deciding what the character do” 13-15 
year olds (girls)

“Heroes...it’s got the ability to go onto different things in the game”
“Smallville...because there’s always a different baddie”  13-15 year olds (girls)
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Amount
Spent

Social games - most
is spent on MMORPGs

Games on social networkings sites MMORPGs
Mini casual games PC only games
Console gaming - playing on your own Console gaming - playing against others
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Spend:
Episodic 
Gaming

7-15s

Up to £5 £5 £6-£8
£9-£10 £11-£13 £13-£14
£15-£20 £21-£30 £31-£40
£40+ Nothing

How much would you 
be willing to spend?

£8.96 most they 
would spend
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Spend:
Episodic 
Gaming

7-11s

Up to £5 £5 £6-£8
£9-£10 £11-£13 £13-£14
£15-£20 £21-£30 £31-£40
£40+ Nothing

How much would you 
be willing to spend?

£10.79 most they 
would spend

“I think that’s the right price because if 
you’ve got to buy 10 of them, that adds 
up to £50 so it’s better if you pay not so 
much money because otherwise people 
aren’t going to buy them” 7-9 year olds 
(boys)



Engaging Parents
Half of all 7-15s state that their parents do not help them to pay for games online/or they do not ask them to do this

7-11s are more likely to ask for some help

also are more likely to say parent pays every time

Persuade parents to help out by telling them why they like the game, how it could make them happy and why they would 
play it a lot

To a lesser extent, they also explain why it will not distract them from their school work
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“On Club Penguin I had to pay to be a spy...it didn’t cost much tho”.

“When I said I wanted to be a spy (Club Penguin), I said I could go on different 
games that I couldn’t if I wasn’t a spy and after she’d done it I convinced her it 
wasn’t a waste by showing her what you can do”  7-9 year olds (boys)



Potential
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Interest in 
games

% like a lot to play 
these games including
favourite TV characters 

Easy flash games/casual games Episodic games
Online virtual worlds Games on social networking sites



Ideal Game
Me playing as my favourite character/being able to control my character

Allowing me to do things that are ‘out of character’ for the character I am playing

Being able to play with or against my friends 

Being able to play with or against new people

Me playing my favourite character in a story that is not available on TV

Me playing with other characters from that show on my side

Me as my favourite character playing against characters from other shows

Me playing against other characters from that show
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Ideal Game
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“If you had all the characters from entirely different programmes...like Stewie talking 
to Kenny and Homer talking to a Teletubby then that would make it quite funny” 7-9 
year olds (boys)

““A game that didn’t have any killing in it and had animals in it” 7-9 year olds (girls)

“I think it makes you learn more about them if you’re actually controlling the 
character” 10-12 year olds (girls)

“I’d turn Drake into Josh and Josh into Drake” 10-12 year 
olds (boys)

“You might play it a couple of times to check it out cos 
it’s got stuff from my favourite show or whatever and they 
you’d kinda like get bored and it would either put you off 
the game or the show or both” 13-15 year olds (girls)

““It would be good if you had a game after the episode 
on TV but in the game it gave you a taster about what 
was going to happen but not too much so you wanted to 
watch the episode and play the game to see what was 
going to happen” ” 13-15 year olds (girls)



Conclusions
Social gaming has definite potential to add value to TV brands

medium children and young people are already bought into and using every day

real value can be added in encouraging attachment to new shows and characters

where game is right - will help make them more interested in what happens next

Episodic gaming has less appeal, but quite hard for them to visualise

understand the concept - especially older groups - and feel stories with great depth of characters will fit very well eg: 
Doctor Who and Heroes

can offer real exclusivity that will enable children and young people to be part of storylines not available on TV

structure/point and click seen to be less stimulating than other game types - kids need to be able to roam around and 
make things happen
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